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Abstract: This chapter provides an overview of forms, meanings and functions of
deictic expressions in varieties of French outside France. The focus is on domains
where the different varieties of French experience the highest amount of variation
with respect to either the locus of deixis or the distinctions encoded by deictics.
Special emphasis will be placed on a survey of pronominal systems and the deictic
functions of certain pronouns, the use of the clitics ‑là and ‑ci as deictics, and
particular features of tense and aspect in exemplary varieties of French. The examples
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0 Introduction

French uses a wide variety of expressions that are commonly analyzed as deictics:
personal pronouns such as lui, le or leur, les, spatial adverbs such as ici or là(-bas),
temporal adverbs, motion verbs and tense morphemes. However, the distribution of
form vs. function is not always the same in the distinct varieties of French around the
world: On the one hand, the locus of deixis may vary not only across languages, but
also across varieties of one and the same language. As Pütz/Dirven (1996, xii) point
out, “the human conceptualizer must create a number of deictic pointers to trajectors
in space which may be framed in collaboration with demonstratives (the prototypical
device), but also in totally unexpected ways, e.g. as verb suffixes or prosodic mar-
kers.” In other words, the realization of a particular deictic function may be taken on
by different linguistic means. On the other hand, the distinctions encoded by deictics
may also vary. Thus, in many languages, deictics encode either two-way or three-way
contrasts (cf. Jungbluth 2005; Kryk-Kastovsky 1996).

The aim of this chapter is to present an overview of those deictic domains which
show the highest amount of variation within varieties of French around the world. For
reasons of space, the chapter will mainly concentrate on the expression of exophoric
deixis, i.e. the classical domains of person deixis, spatial deixis and temporal deixis.
Aspects of endophoric deixis, i.e. ways of establishing anaphoric or cataphoric
references, will only be addressed marginally.

The focus in section 2 will be on the pronominal system, which is known to
constitute a particularly unstable domain in the Romance Languages (cf. Gadet 1992,
62). After discussing some particular regional uses of pronominal forms – là in the



Cajun French of Louisiana and ça in varieties of French spoken in the USA and in
Switzerland – the focus will be on current tendencies observable in pronominal
systems of varieties which are in close contact with other languages.

Specifically, varieties of French spoken in French Guiana, La Réunion and Africa
will be used to illustrate some apparently panlectal tendencies of restructuring the
pronominal system if French is in contact with creoles (↗13 Creoles) or African
languages.

The aim of section 3 is to examine the particular deictic functions of -là and ‑ci in
varieties of French spoken in Africa, with a brief look at deictic uses of là in other non-
European varieties. Finally, the domain of temporal deixis will be addressed in
section 4, where we will concentrate on the examples of Cajun French in Louisiana
and Acadian French in Canada.

1 Deictic functions of pronouns and the pronominal
system

1.1 Louisiana

Divergence within the pronominal system of different varieties of French starts with
the pronominal forms themselves. For instance, Papen/Rottet (2010, 81) show that in
the varieties of Cajun French spoken in Terrebonne and Lafourche,1 demonstrative
pronouns may be “reinforced” with a particle (usually là), or they may be followed
by a prepositional phrase introduced either by de, or by a relative clause. In cases
where they are reinforced by là, the demonstrative pronouns take on the forms sylà/
sylalà (masculine singular, ‘this one’, ‘that one’), sεtlà/sεtlalà (feminine singular) or
søzlà/søzlalà (plural, ‘these’, ‘those’; cf. Papen/Rottet 2010, 81). Another peculiarity
of Cajun French is that the disjunctive third person pronouns may replace the
demonstratives. As a result, Cajun French displays combinations such as lui-là ‘this,
that one’, elle-là ‘this, that one’ or eux-là (‘these, those’). All demonstrative forms
may be further reinforced by an unaccented là: sylalà-la. However, the two construc-
tions seem to be in complementary distribution, because when contrasting a spa-
tially proximate object with a distant one, the shorter form will usually be used for
the proximate and the longer form for the distant one, or the pronoun will be

1 Terrebonne and Lafourche parishes constitute a former delta of the Mississippi River known as the
Lafourche Basin. Due to the relative geographic isolation of the area, the levels of retention of Cajun
French are reported to be higher here than inmost other parts (cf. Trépanier 1988).
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reinforced by either ici for the proximate or là-bas for the distant object (cf. Papen/
Rottet 2010, 81).2

Generally speaking, the object pronouns in Cajun French are largely the same as
in Standard French. However, in the third person plural, /jø(z)/ is by far the most
common form, but /le(z)/ and /loer(z)/ are also attested, the latter apparently mostly
among elderly speakers. In the imperative, the third person singular and plural direct
object pronouns all take the form /le/:

(1) Donne-les (‘Give it to him/her’) (cf. Standard French (SF) donne-le, donne-la, donne-les)
(Papen/Rottet 2010, 85).

Syntactically, object pronouns in Cajun French always follow an imperative verb,
regardless of whether the verb is affirmative or negative:

(2) Tape nous-autes pas (cf. SF Ne nous tape pas ‘Don’t hit us’) (Papen/Rottet 2010, 85).

As for the expression of spatial deixis, the impersonal pronoun y occurs in Cajun
French only in the forms of il y a ‘there is/are’, and there, it is undoubtedly not
even perceived as a pronoun by many speakers (Papen/Rottet 2010, 86), but rather
as the first segment of the verb. In its other functions, y is replaced by là or là-bas
‘there’. Guilbeau (1950, 153) also claims that in Lafourche Parish, the use of en is
the same as in Standard French, except that its adverbial use to designate ‘place
from’ or ‘out of which’ is very rare, although it does occur in some lexicalized
verbs of motion.

Finally, as for the indefinite pronouns, on is rarely used as such due to its function
as the first person plural personal pronoun. The indefinite or generic sense is more
often expressed with a second person singular pronoun (tu/vous), and most com-
monly with a third person plural pronoun (cf. Guilbeau 1950, 147) or by tout le monde
‘people’; (cf. Papen/Rottet 2010, 88).

1.2 The pronoun ça in American and Swiss Varieties of French

The pronoun ça appears in a number of different varieties of French outside of France,
where it takes on various functions of deictic reference: In the Canadian varieties of
French spoken in Massachusetts, for instance, the personal pronouns il/elle/ils, elles

2 As for the subject pronouns, the first person singular exhibits a great deal of variation. The most
frequent form is /əʒ/, or /ʒ/ before a vowel. [ʒə] is almost non-existent in Cajun French (Papen/Rottet
2010, 82). The first person plural subject pronoun nous is not used in Terrebonne-Lafourche. Instead,
on or nous-autes on is found. In the third person plural pronouns, gender distinction is not made. Four
third person plural pronouns occur inmore or less free variation: ils, eusse, eux-autes and ça.
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are frequently replaced by ça, even if the pronoun refers to a human being (cf. Szlézak
2010, 112).3

In some varieties of French spoken in Switzerland, ça is commonly used as a
deictic object pronoun. As such, it shows particularities regarding both its syntactic
placement and semantic range. Thus, for instance, in the French spoken in the Vaud
district (français vaudois, FV), ça may be used as a non-autonomous pronoun which
shows a unique and rather flexible syntactic distribution, as illustrated in (3):

(3) a. Elle ça prend.
‘She takes it.’

b. Elle a ça pris.
‘She has taken it.’

c. Elle peut ça prendre.
‘She can/may take it.’
(examples from Bürgi 1999, 151; English translation C.P.).

At the same time, however, the syntactic embedding of ça shows more restrictions
than in Standard French. Thus, there are constructions from Standard French (SF)
which are not acceptable in the Vaud district, e.g.:

(4) a. Elle adore ça, qu’on lui offre des fleurs. (SF/*FV)
b. Elle adore ça, les fleurs. (SF/*FV)
c. Elle adore ça, recevoir des fleurs. (SF/*FV)

(Bürgi 1999, 151).

As these examples show, deictic ça in the Vaud district is neither used with relative
clauses, nor with noun phrases or with infinitive constructions. All three construc-
tions are, however, perfectly possible in Standard European French.

Bürgi (1999) provides a contact-induced explanation for the particularities of
deictic ça in the Vaud district. She claims that the pronominal system of the français
vaudois has resulted from contact between two different systems: that of Standard
French and that of Francoprovençal. The latter, which today has almost entirely
disappeared from the francophone part of Switzerland (la Suisse romande), has left its
traces in the pronominal system and can, for instance, account for the existence of the
non-autonomous pronoun ça in FV – a pronoun which does not exist in Standard
European French.

Bürgi claims that the clash between the syntactic distribution of pronouns in
Francoprovençal and in Standard European French has provoked:
a) repair strategies concerning the syntactic placement of pronouns, which may

result from contradictory syntactic positions of pronominal elements in Franco-

3 Szlézak (2010, 113) also provides examples of the combination of personal and possessive pronouns
inMassachusetts to express someone’s property or belongings.
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provençal and in Standard European French. A possible outcome of such ‘repair
strategies’may be the frequent doubling of pronouns (ça / le) in FV, as illustrated
in (5):

(5) Tu pourrais le lui ça faire? (Bürgi 1999, 151)
‘Could youmake that for him ?’

b) syntactic restrictions such as the ones represented in example (4) above (cf.
Bürgi 1999, 151).

Apart from the particular pronominal forms and functions illustrated in sections 2.1
and 2.2, the pronominal system of varieties of French outside of France shows
apparently ongoing processes of restructuring. Some of them will be briefly presented
in the following paragraphs.

1.3 Standard French pronominal morphology

French pronominal morphology is known to be rich and complex, since, apart from
nous and vous, most of the pronouns have different forms when they are cliticized or
dislocated, when they are subject or object, and sometimes also when they are used
as direct or indirect objects (cf. Léglise 2013, 141). Concerning the object joint forms
(clitics), the distinction between direct and indirect functions for me, te, se, nous and
vous has been eliminated, whereas the 3rd person pronoun present accusative forms
for the direct (le, la, les) and dative forms for the indirect object (lui, leur) are used. The
dative forms lui and leur are considered to synthetically replace a dative complement
introduced by the preposition à, as shown in (6) and (7):

(6) a. Il parle à son chat.
‘He talks to his cat.’

b. Il lui parle.
‘He talks to it/him.’

(7) a. Elle appartient à ses enfants.
‘She belongs to his/her children.’

b. Elle leur appartient.
‘She belongs to them.’
(examples taken from Léglise 2013, 142s.).

However, in some varieties of French, particularly those where the French language is
in close contact with other (autochthonous) languages, the pronominal system can be
seen to represent a particularly unstable domain with a lot of variation and a high
degree of restructuring, as the following examples will illustrate.
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1.4 French Guiana

In the varieties of French spoken in French Guiana, personal deixis as expressed by
the pronominal system is affected by two apparently widespread phenomena con-
cerning the realization of object pronouns. First of all, Léglise (2013) observes a
reduced frequency of dative object pronouns. Especially in the third person plural, the
accusative object pronoun les seems to systematically replace leur, as illustrated in
(8a) instead of (8b) and (9a) instead of (9b):

(8) a. on les disait
‘We said to them’

b. on leur disait (SF)
‘We said to them’

(9) a. on les donnait des insultes
‘We gave insults to them’

b. on leur donnait des insultes (SF)
‘We gave insults to them’
(examples taken from Léglise 2013, 144).

However, the valency of the verbs does not seem to be modified, which means that the
variations observed affect only the pronominal system, i.e. the morphological instead
of the syntactic level. When the object is a noun phrase, it is introduced by the
preposition à:

(10) quand tu les réponds / à tes parents (‘When you respond to them / to your parents’)
(Léglise 2013, 144).

Since the distinction between direct and indirect objects disappears only in the
domain of pronominalization, Léglise (2012; 2013) considers this change as an on-
going process of restructuring of the pronominal system.

A second characteristic of the pronominal system depicted for French Guiana is
the repeated absence of anaphora of the object pronoun. This is especially frequent in
the case of the accusative and dative forms of the third person singular and third
person plural, as shown in examples (11) and (13), which are realized instead of (12)
and (14), expected in Standard French:

(11) a. Et la carte pour Lisa / tu Ø as déjà écrit?
‘and the postcard for Lisa / you wrote Ø already?’

b. Oui / c’est Angelica qui Ø a.
‘yes / this is Angelica who has Ø’

(12) a. Et la carte pour Lisa / tu l’ as déjà écrite? (SF)
‘and the postcard for Lisa / you wrote it already?’

b. Oui / c’est Angelica qui l’ a [l’ = the postcard]
‘yes / this is Angelica who has it’
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(13) les insultes / voilà c’est comme si elle nous forçait à Ø dire
‘the insults / yes it is as if she forced us to say Ø’

(14) les insultes / voilà c’est comme si elle nous forçait à en/les/les lui dire (SF)
‘the insults / yes it is as if she forced us to say some of them/them/them to her
(examples 11–14 taken from Léglise 2013, 146).

This absence of pronominal anaphora can be described as a classic case of ellipsis
(Bally 1944), understood as the omission – syntactic, stylistic, or discursive – of an
essential constituent, in this case a constituent required by the verb.

Traditionally, these cases of ellipsis are distinguished from the possibility that
certain verbs, in addition to their transitive constructions, such as je ne mange pas ça
‘I do not eat that’, can be “constructed intransitively,” as in ce soir, je ne mange pas Ø
‘Tonight I do not eat Ø’, where the zero marker has the effect of “indeterminate”
meaning (Blanche-Benveniste 1981). Although the absence of pronominal anaphora is
also documented for spoken French in metropolitan France (cf. Gadet 1992), it seems
to be far more widespread in French Guiana. A comparative analysis of a corpus of
oral French elaborated in French Guiana with a corpus of oral French from the city of
Tours, in France (cf. Léglise 2004), shows that the relative frequency of object
omission in French Guiana is much higher than in spoken European French (cf.
Léglise 2012). Again, however, it is not the valency of the verbs that seems to be
affected, as is shown by the noun phrases surrounding the verb,4 but rather the
system of clitic pronouns, which, in comparison to other varieties of French in
contact, seems to be undergoing a process of restructuring.

1.5 La Réunion

A tendency very similar to that depicted by Léglise (2013) for French Guiana is attested
for varieties of French spoken on the isle of La Réunion in the Indian Ocean. Here, the
pronominal form of reference to a third person is also the direct object clitic which
seems to replace the indirect forms, just like in French Guiana.

However, the process of replacement of indirect objects appears to be more
generalized in La Réunion, since it systematically concerns both singular und plural
forms. In French Guiana it is only systematically observed in the plural, whereas
Léglise (2013) shows the third person singular to still display a rather high amount of
variation between direct and indirect pronominal forms. For La Réunion, Ledegen/
Léglise (2007) provide the following examples of direct object pronouns replacing
indirect ones:

4 Cf. Léglise (2012) for a discussion of the valency of the verbs.
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(15) je la [lui] donne seize ans

(16) non mais Charly / on l’a [lui a] chié d(e)ssus //
(examples from Ledegen/Léglise 2007, 99).

The absence of a direct clitic object in expressions referring to an object or situation is
frequently attested in La Réunion, both in contexts where an object omission would
also be possible in oral European French (with verbs such as dire, apprendre, emm-
ener, éviter…), and with verbs which would not permit a null object in European
French, such as (17) and (18):

(17) oui avec ce cable oui mais je // j’arrive pas à Ø faire marcher
‘yes with that cable yes but I // I do not succeed in starting Ø’

(18) voilà moi je renonce parce que ça fait deux ans qu’il doit faire des travaux il Ø fait pas
‘Well me I give up because he has been supposed to do the work for two years
and he does not do Ø’
(examples from Ledegen/Léglise 2007, 100; English translations by C.P.).

In addition to affecting both singular and plural forms of the third person, variation
between direct and indirect object clitics in La Réunion can be observed in both
directions: indirect→direct and direct→indirect, whereas in French Guiana it is basi-
cally the third person plural leurwhich is subject to change.

Furthermore, Ledegen/Léglise (2007) claim the omission of anaphoric object
clitics to be even more frequent in La Réunion than in French Guiana. Apparently, it
can also occur in a greater variety of syntactic structures.

1.6 Varieties of French in Africa

A purely contact-induced explanation of the restructuring of the pronominal system
observed in French Guiana and La Réunion is contradicted by the fact that similar
tendencies are also attested in African varieties of French, which obviously are not in
contact with French creoles, but with other substrate languages. However, French
varieties in Africa not only display a widespread replacement of indirect objects by
direct ones, but Queffélec (2004) also notes that changes in the valency of verbs seem
to be characteristic of the syntactic development of African varieties of French.
Manessy (1994) also notes an “indifference to transitivity” in the case of some verbs,
and the following examples from Prignitz (2006), collected in Ouagadougou, illustrate
a complex picture of pronominal placement in African French:

(19) a. quand il est venu on l’ a donné un logement
‘when he came someone gave he a house’

b. quand il est venu on lui a donné un logement (SF)
‘when he came someone gave him a house’
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(20) a. là je ne peux pas répondreØ ça
‘there I cannot reply this’

b. là je ne peux pas répondre à ça (SF)
‘there I cannot reply to this’

(21) a. On a eu beaucoup de fonctionnaires qui n’ont pas voulu Ø rejoindre
quand on a eu notre indépendance et qui sont restés.
‘We had a lot of officials who did not want to join when we got our
independence and who stayed’

b. beaucoup de fonctionnaires qui n’ont pas voulu nous rejoindre… (SF)
‘a lot of officials who did not want to join us’

c. beaucoup de fonctionnaires qui n’ont pas voulu les rejoindre… (SF)
‘a lot of officials who did not want to join them’

d. beaucoup de fonctionnaires qui n’ont pas voulu rejoindre leur pays (SF)
‘a lot of officials who did not want to join their country’

(22) a. quelqu’un qui est habitué à l’argent maintenant il n’Ø a plus o il va
tout faire maintenant pour Ø avoir / il a assassiné plein de filles
comme ça
‘Someone who is used to having money now he has no more oh he
will do everything now to have Ø / he has killed a lot of girls like
that…’

b. maintenant il n’en a plus / il va tout faire maintenant pour en avoir (SF)
‘now he has no more / he will do everything now to have some’
(Prignitz 2006, as cited in Léglise 2013, 154).

These examples are heterogeneous, but illustrate variations in the expression of
arguments functioning as syntactic objects. (19a) contains an accusative instead of a
dative form, whereas (21a) and (22a) constitute examples of absence of pronominal
object anaphora and (20a) shows the absence of the preposition à, transforming an
indirect object into a direct one (cf. Léglise 2013, 154s., for further comments).

For Abidjan French, Ploog (2002) observes frequent instances of ellipsis that she
proposes to treat as “argument holes” as a name for the positions that remain unfilled
for subject or object. The difference between the pronominal variations recorded in
France and those found in Abidjan is that the “spontaneous” reduction in the number
of arguments that is possible in spoken French seems to be becoming “stabilized” in
Abidjan French. Ploog (2002) records few instances of indirect forms,5 and also notes
“the reduction of object clitics to one single paradigm, le / la / les” as illustrated in
example (23a), where the indirect object expected (23b) is not produced:

(23) a. sa maman la donné de jolis habits…
‘her mother has given her pretty clothes…’

5 The occasional appearances of lui are interpreted as “overcorrections” produced by children who
have had some schooling (cf. Ploog 2002).
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b. sa maman lui a donné… (SF)
‘her mother has given her…’ (Ploog 2002, as cited in Léglise 2013, 155)

Ploog (2004, 97s.) goes so far as to propose the hypothesis that there are “no more
actant clitics in Abidjan French,” but simply a prefix that attaches itself to the verb.
Léglise (2013, 156) proposes an alternative transcription to (23a), which would be
compliant to other analyses such as (19). She suggests the following representation:

c. sa maman l’ a donné de jolis habits…
her mother ACC/DAT.3Sgive.PAST.3S…
‘her mother gave her pretty clothes…’

In any case, compared to varieties such as those of French Guiana or La Réunion, the
possible variations in the pronominal system are more extensive in Africa, since a
restructuring of transitivity can be observed in both directions (from direct to indirect
object and vice versa) and it is attested both for nouns and for clitics (cf. Queffélec
2004; Ploog 2002 for further details).

2 Deictic functions of -là in African Varieties of
French

The analysis of clitic -là in varieties of French has resulted in a vast amount of
literature on the phenomenon, which has been observed in almost all varieties of
French, as well as in French-based creoles (cf. Neumann 1985; Valdman 1978;
Ludwig/Pfänder 2003). It has been thoroughly described for Canadian French (cf.
Péronnet 1989; Wiesmath 2003)6 and varieties of French spoken in Africa (cf. Hattiger
1983; Ploog 2006; Queffélec/Massoumou 2007). Since it is not possible to discuss all
the varieties mentioned, the following survey will be limited to the most striking uses
and functions of ‑là in African varieties.

The deictics ‑là / -ci have been shown to constitute a very frequent and important
means of establishing relations within a given communicative situation.

Thus, they can indicate the distance or proximity of both objects and human
beings from or to the speaker and his interlocutor(s). The most characteristic feature
of the deictics in question is often claimed to be their capacity to convey both
linguistic and extra-linguistic references at the same time (cf. Ngamountsika 2012).
The following examples are typical of deictic uses in varieties of African French:

6 In her study on Acadian French Péronnet (1989, 31), for instance, mentions that in Canadian French,
the demonstratives ce, cet, cettemay be reinforced by the adverbial clitic -là.
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(24) Qu’il est Camerounais d’abord? demanda une autre voix: un rire sec se fit entendre: “Oui,
Biya-là est un Français” (Ebongue 2013, 166).

(25) Et Mini Minor piétinait la mare “vraaaaiiiiiment, même les cauchemars ont des limites. Moi
la femme de ce cancrelat-ci!” (Ebongue 2013, 166).

Queffélec et al. (1997, 65) conclude that in African French “le sur-emploi du déictique
là en position post-nominale permet d’actualiser commodément le substantif, tout en
respectant les règles de la langue cible.”

Especially for the French spoken in Abidjan, the use of là has been intensely
studied. Thus, Hattiger (1983, 81) proposes a system where a noun without ‑là is
regarded as unspecific, whereas the presence of ‑là provides the respective noun with
a definite or demonstrative value. As a result, he proposes that ‑là can correspond to
both demonstratives which carry a deictic value in Standard European French and to
definite pronouns expressing an anaphoric value.

Wiesmath (2003, 288) claims that the most prominent function of là is that of a
particle carrying a demonstrative value.

Some authors even explain the relatively rare frequency of demonstrative
pronouns in Abidjan French with the crucial role of là. Ploog (2006, 304), for
example, claims that in Abidjan French “là apparaît comme le déterminant nom-
inal unique.” Valdman (1978, 44) compares the system of deictic reference dis-
played in non-European varieties such as Abidjan French to that of French-based
creoles. In particular, he describes the spread of a system of postpositional deter-
minants, such as lé fruit-leur ‘les fruits’, lé fruit-çà ‘ce fruit-là’, claiming that such
constructions indicate the structural development of non-European varieties of
French away from Standard European French and towards a more autonomous
linguistic system.

A particularly widespread syntactic construction in African varieties of French is
the construction article + N + là, as represented in the following examples:

(26) ce que la femme disait personne ne pouvait encore l’écouter parce que on se disait la
femme-là a donné l’argent chez quelqu’un.

(27) le monsieur en question s’était fait tuer par un blanc-là je ne sais pas si […].

(28) oh – les grades-là qu’onm’a – qu’on n’avait pour pour mettre les-grades-là – c’est pas pour
donner conseil aux gens – c’est pour travailler. (Ngamountsika 2012, 195).

In these examples, -là is interpreted as a morpheme that closes the noun phrase.
In (26), it takes on an anaphoric function, since the noun femme has already been

mentioned before. Thus, -là takes on the function of a definite determinant which “fait
référence à des individus identifiables par le récepteur à partir de la classe représentée
par le nom” (Riegel/Pellat/Rioul 1994, 153). Obviously, in (27), -là does not take on
an anaphoric function, since an identification of the referent (blanc) is only possible
through a context-based construction of knowledge shared by the interlocutors.
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In (28), -là has a deictic value provided by the semantics of the verb mettre which
suggests movement into a given direction.

In the following example (29), -là adds the notion of a “reminder” to the noun and
thus serves as a situational anaphoric expression, in which ce type-là designates the
unemployed person that has already been talked about before:

(29) Il apprend que sa fille est grosse – – qui t’a grossi + oh ce ce en qu’il parait
type-là ce type-là il n’a pas de salaire. (Ngamountsika 2012, 196).

In contexts such as (30), là can also display an exophoric value. The respective
meaning is revealed by reference to the specific context; in this case the interlocutor
designates un petit crochet là-haut:

(30) par hasard tu ne fais jamais un petit crochet là-haut là où vit tes vieux parents là.
(Ngamountsika 2012, 197).

Finally, -là is also used for cataphoric reference, as in (31). Here, the country in
question is only revealed to be the Congo after it has already been referred to:

(31) L1: qu’est-ce qu’on fera l’an prochain – pour qu’il n’y ait plus de fuite.
L2 : pour qu’il n’y ait plus de fuite notre pays là le Congo mais c’est dire pour qu’il n’y ait
pas de sujet. (Ngamountsika 2012, 197).

In general, deictic -là can be stated to serve as a highly productive means of con-
textualization (↗16 Contextualism; ↗27 Social Interaction; ↗13 Creoles) within vari-
eties of French in Africa. As such, it can take on a considerable variety of exophoric as
well as endophoric values.

3 Deictic functions of tense and aspect

With regard to temporal deixis, the following survey will focus on particular uses of
tense as well as on time adverbs which characterize certain varieties of French outside
of France.

3.1 Cajun French in Louisiana

Apart from the use of particular deictic pronouns already discussed in section 2, the
Cajun French spoken in parts of Louisiana also presents particularities in the deictic
expressions used to convey verbal aspect.7 Thus, although the present indicative in

7 For further information on the use of tense and aspect in Cajun French, cf. Papen/Rottet (2010);
Bollée/Neumann-Holzschuh (1998).
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Cajun French is generally used as in Standard French, progressive aspect is expressed
with the present indicative of être après + infinitive:

(32) Il est après manger
‘He is eating.’8

(33) Il était après manger
‘He was eating.’
(Papen/Rottet 2010, 102).

Furthermore, several periphrastic constructions are used in Cajun French to express
different verbal aspects. For instance, habitual aspect is expressed in the past tense
with the periphrasis habitude (de) + infinitive, or with the imperfect, whereas the
present habitual is conveyed either with the simple present tense or with the verb
aller:

(34) Des fois on va se parler en français
‘Sometimes we speak French together.’
(Papen/Rottet 2010, 102).

Unlike in Standard French, the simple present tense is not ambiguous between
habitual and progressive aspect, because progressive aspect is almost always marked
with the être après construction. In order to express that an action is just about to
happen, either être pour or venir pour + infinitive is used:

(35) J’suis pour partir
‘I am about to leave.’
(Papen/Rottet 2010, 102).

Finally, for an action that has just happened, either of the two expressions sortir de or
venir de + infinitive is used, whereas Standard French uses venir de:

(36) Je sors de manger / Je viens de manger
‘I just ate.’
(Papen/Rottet 2010, 100ss.).

3.2 Acadian French

Concerning the use of tenses in Acadian French, it is noteworthy that the passé simple
is still frequently used to refer to actions which took place in the past.

8 It should be added that the verb être is often omitted in the present tense (Il (est) après manger; On
après jouer ensemble), but not in other tenses (cf. Papen/Rottet 2010, 102; Neumann-Holzschuh 2007,
15).
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Neumann-Holzschuh/Wiesmath (2006), for instance, report the following exam-
ples from Nova Scotia:

(37) Pis euh je furent coumme euh y avait coumme une montant sus l’autobus je montirent là-
bas en haut. (Neumann-Holzschuh/Wiesmath 2006, 240).

(38) Ils me donnirent quatre piastres et demie. (Neumann-Holzschuh/Wiesmath 2006, 240).

(39) Le lendemain son homme arrivit […] Puis je restis là neuf semaines … (Neumann-
Holzschuh/Wiesmath 2006, 240).

Nova Scotia also still shows systematic use of the subjonctif de l’imparfait, which is no
longer attested in other Canadian regions such as New Brunswick:

(40) Si tu voulais manger faulit tu te plantis ton jardinage pour l’hiver faulit qu’on fût pêcher
euh du poisson pour manger dans l’hiver faulit qu’on prît la larme à feu pis on fût fût au
chevreuil pis euh chasser. (Neumann-Holzschuh/Wiesmath 2006, 240).9

As far as the use of temporal adverbs10 is concerned, three adverbs are widely
discussed in the literature on Canadian French, including both Acadian and Québec
varieties: désormais, dorénavant and asteure. All three adverbs can be used to estab-
lish links between states, processes or actions and their respective point of realization.
Chateauraynaud/Doury (2010) claim that désormais, just like toujours and jamais, has
a durative value, marking the beginning of a process which is supposed to continue
for a while without any interruption or pause. The adverb does not refer to a precise
moment in which the action is taking place (<> demain), nor does it indicate a
chronological order of events (<> avant, après) or the frequency of the latter, such as
souvent. The same seems to hold true for the adverbs dorénavant and asteure:

(41) a. Désormais, cet étang retentit de croassements. (Séguin 2011, 139).
b. Au Québec, les femmes mariées conservent dorénavant leur nom de naissance. (Séguin

2011, 139).

The adverb asteure, at least, is claimed to vary concerning the feature [+ deictic]: It
can either emphasize the reference to the present moment as in (42), or it can also
adopt a reference time which is less restricted (43a, b):

(42) Les citoyens et citoyennes qui se trouvaient dans l’coin asteure se replièrent sur des
positions moins exposées au tintouin. (Séguin 2011, 144).

9 For further information on the use of tense in Acadian French cf. Wiesmath (2006).
10 For reasons of space, the domain of subordinate conjunctions expressing temporal relations cannot
be adressed here. For a discussion on varieties of Canadian French see, e.g., Wiesmath (2006); Szlézak
(2010).
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(43) a. […] Avant il y avait tout ça mais apparemment astheure ça depend peut-être du trajet
pis la sorte d’avion que tu prends. (Séguin 2011, 144).

b. Ton père, y’r’pose en paix, à c’t’ heure. (Séguin 2011, 144).

In fact, the adverb asteure in (42) does not represent the temporal limitation implied
by a time adverb such as maintenant. It does accept an absolute temporal reference,
such as à quinze heures ‘at three o’clock’, which would, however, be inacceptable in
(43a, b), since in the given context the referentiality of asteure departs from the precise
moment of enunciation towards a more relative perception of a current development.
In addition, Bertin (2001, 42) points out that asteure in the French of Québec often
takes on the same functions as maintenant, a temporal adverb the deictic value of
which is not constant: the time span indicated by maintenant often seems to expand
beyond the moment of enunciation.

4 Conclusion

The exemplary survey of some particularities of deictic expressions from varieties of
French outside of France has shown that there are differences between French
varieties in all deictic domains. The examples presented in this chapter have illu-
strated particular developments in the expression of personal as well as spatial and
temporal deixis. The development of particular linguistic material serving to express
deictic reference is often explained by contact-induced processes, although similar
ongoing processes of restructuring observed in the pronominal system of different
varieties of French from America and Africa suggest that there may also be inherent
tendencies of language change at work. In many cases, though, language contact has
led to changes in which linguistic means have extended either their deictic functions
or their frequency of usage in certain varieties. Such is the case, for instance, with the
pronoun ça in the français vaudois or deictic ‑là, which has been shown to have
acquired a noteworthy frequency in African varieties of French, but also in Canadian
varieties.
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